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P3 Pinless Panel Fastening System

The Multotec P3 Pinless Panel Fastening System simplifies panel maintenance operations. Only the panel and compatible Saddle TopTM are 
required to fasten the screen panel to the deck. Fewer steps ensure more efficient maintenance and improved operator safety. The P3 system has 
been designed to have minimal installation and removal forces, yet maximum panel fastening forces to keep the panels in place.

View on bottom of panel
The P3 system ensures a positive fastening mechanism, providing effective retention of the panel with minimal movement to ensure reliable 
operation in the field. Additionally, the P3 system builds on the benefits of the established H-Pinning system whereby panels are locked together 
to prevent gaps forming between panels. This prevents damaging particle intrusion.



All Multotec 305 sq. panels are compatible with P3 pinning. The full range of apertures is available in Hi-Flow and standard configurations. 
Panels can be manufactured with skidbars, retarder bars, weirbars and deflectors. Consult your sales engineer for details.

The P3 combines all the benefits of the established Multotec Saddle TopTM system, including replaceable screen support surfaces, quick 
changeouts and interchangeability between existing and traditional fastening systems.

Removal is accomplished with a thru-shaft screwdriver or prybar. Lifting two of the corners will unclip the panel from the P3 protrusions on 
the saddle. The panel is then peeled off the deck by hand.

Step 1 + 2 Step 3 + 4 Step 5

Installation is accomplished in 5 steps: the actual placement of the panel and then seating the four corners of the panel. 
Panel installation can be done with a hammer, or merely standing on the panel. Some conventional panels require up to 18 steps to install.

Step 1 Step 2 + 3 Step 4 + 5
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